
CHAPTER VIII. 
CRUCIAL YEARS. 

1875-1881. 

T HE newly appointed Harbour Board had many problems 
to solve. From its first meeting lack of funds was a 
major anxiety. Its engineers' plans were puzzling to 

laymen. Experts differed, as also did Board members! and plans 
proved faulty while the voice of the critic and the amateur 
designer was heard unceasingly. 

When the Board had been one year in office there seemed 
every likelihood of the Government establishing a central prison 
at Moturoa and that convicts would carry out the harbour works. 
The Government obtained a site for a prison, and called tenders 
for its erection. Then opposition in Taranaki and in Parliament 
caused the scheme to be dropped. In 1898 an effort was made 
to revive the plan but although prison labour had been used in 
the two preceding years as relief for a Board in financial straits 
the central prison plan was never carred out. 

The failure of this proposal left the Harbour Board to 
provide a harbour out of its own resources. They were weak 
enough to make caution essential. 

In November, 1876, the Government was asked that an 
engineer prepare plans of the harbour. Two months later the 
Bank of New Zealand was asked to negotiate a loan and to 
advance funds for plant. In 1877 the bank offered to purchase 
£168,000 of debentures but this was not accepted. In June that 
year plans were sent to the Public Works Department for 
approval. The following January plans drawn by by Messrs. 
Carruthers and Blackett were submitted by the latter, as colonial 
marine engineer, to Parliament. 

The plans provided for a rubble mole at Moturoa placed a 
little east of the present breakwater. The plans were submitted 
by the Board to Sir John Coode, an eminent English engineer 
then visiting New Zealand. He approved the plans generally but 
with a stronger mole. Rubble for its construction was to come 
from the Paritutu peak by an inclined tramway. The total cost 
was not to exceed £200,000. The Harbour Board borrowed 
£200,000 in London in 1879, in August that year Government 
approval of the plans was received and work began. 
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__ -:::.fortunately the Paritutu rock proved unsuitable. =" in concrete was considered imperative and the Board's 
.: z eer was sent to London to consult Sir John Coode on the 

conditions and to purchase machinery for making and 
---:ng concrete blocks. 

-:';llen the engineer returned with Coode's amended plans 
-:::_ Slowed an estimated cost of £285,000 in addition to money 

::::.dy spent. Government approval of the new plans was given 
_-_:lgust, 1880, and work proceeded. 

_.ruch of the plant purchased in Great Britain proved 
-==~-iye and there was much conflict of opinion among Board 
-",:::bers. Owing to a general financial depression land fund 
~,:-::::!ents diminished considerably and strictures on the Board's 

__ ::wts were made by the auditor in January, 1881. Despite 
:""'=:::a1ties on February 7, 1881, the foundation stone of the 
:,="-".-water was laid by F. A. Carrington, who for 40 years had 

":5eQ the desirability and feasibility of a deep sea port for 
__ aki. 

An unhappy sequel to this historic event was a 
_ ::::iamentary enquiry which criticised much of the work done 
;:::. expenditure incurred. However, the House decided the 
- ::-hour works should continue although it did not seem willing 
-- - ord much assistance to the Harbour Board. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

FI RST COAL REACHED. 

1882-1887. 

D URING 1882 five steam and three sailing vessels used the 
port and 15 vessels in 1883. In April, 1884, the first 
steamer of any size, the Wanaka, berthed at the break 

water and landed passengers and cargo there, the Harbour Board 
duly noting that the cargo was discharged in half the time it 
would have taken in lightering by the surf boats. In May the 
Lightering Company was advised that the landing service would 
be carried out by the Board when the company's lease expired. 
In preparation for this a cattle race and yard, trucks, goods 
sheds and waggons were to be built. 

For economy's sake construction was suspended temporarily 
in June, 1884, and the next month wages were reduced so that 
more men could be employed. To allay rumour of its instability 
Mr. J. McGregor, C.E., examined the breakwater. He reported 
entire confidence in its general stability although there were 
some weaknesses needing correction and that dredging was 
essential to counteract the drift of sand into the berthing area 
-a problem that was to trouble the Board for many years. 

In April, 1885, tenders were called by the Government for 
the construction of a railway to the port, but work on the break 
water was suspended during the winter months. Nevertheless 
prospects were considered bright enough for the Board to 
discuss a direct steamer service to Sydney. 

But the sand problem was no nearer solution and funds 
were low. The transformation of the Board's punt into a 
" dredger" by the installation of necessary equipment was 
approved and a parapet added to the breakwater to prevent sand 
being washed over it into the berthing area. 

In April, 1886, the Railways Department notified that when 
the line was ready it would receive and deliver goods at the 
port, a ruling that was to have serious repercussions in later 
years. 



The Harbour Board in 1904: Messrs. J. B. Connett, (Chairman), N. King, G. Mcl.ean, R. Price, R. Dingle, 
J. Ward, R. W. Hornby, J. W. Freeman, E. Maxwell, with officials. 



== _ lay the steamer Wakatipu sailed direct to Sydney with 
- prnent of cattle. 

Funds were so low in November that an overdraft on the 
::y of cement in hand was proposed. The financial position 

- complicated further when the Board's solicitor advised that 
- -:- payments already made were irregular. On his advice a 

- _ -eras argued at a special session of the Supreme Court to 
=.=: :he position. The judgment said it had not been necessary 
.,2: aside £2000 a year as a sinking fund for repayment of the 

__ :ion loan. This seemed to offer the Board considerable relief, 
nullified subsequently when it was found that the 

- ~-- "g Fund Commissioners could not refund money already 
_-: in 0 the fund and in June, 1887, it was decided to strike 

~ that month, however, the engineer reported that 1950 
-==~ feet of the breakwater had been completed and the staff 
-::-:'_ ed accordingly. He claimed that this represented the 
==5'..h envisaged in Coode's amended plan, but records seem to 

hat Sir John indicated 2320 feet. However, not long 
""':::?::-'Tards the last 48 feet subsided and when it was rebuilt an 

ra ~2 feet was added making the length 1912 feet. 

The loan funds were exhausted but the first goal had been 
-2~__:.ed. A port had been created and the breakwater had 

="'-::::ered the severest storms. Its use as a wharf was not 
- -:actory and in the year that breakwater construction ceased 
c ~oturoa wharf was built. July, 1887, saw the completion 

:: -'-e cattle wharves and the first shipment from them in the 
?~er Oreti. Despite expenditure on the dredger the sand 

_ _:: "as increasing. One board member's caustic observation 
- a; .- a bullock could take as much sand out to sea as the 

.. was challenged warmly by the engineer. 



1888-1894. 

CHAPTER X. 

TROUBLOUS YEARS. 

T HE year 1888 did not open auspiciously. Requests for 
State aid were declined although the Government 
permitted its engineer-in-chief, Mr. Blackett, to inspect 

the port and report on requirements essential. His report 
envisaged an expenditure of £78,000. One recommendation that 
Mikotahi be joined to the mainland was carried out as being the 
best means of checking the sand drift. The port's reputation was 
not improved when in June, 1888, the steamer Hawea was 
wrecked inside the area protected by the breakwater although 
outside the berthing area. The sand problem continued to 
increase and in October prisoners were employed in building 
a groyne to connect Mikotahi with the mainland. 

In 1889 the sand and other problems were submitted to 
Sir John Coo de. He considered the sand could be overcome by 
the use of a hopper dredge. Having no funds the Harbour 
Board could only refer the Coode report to the Government, once 
more without any State aid being granted. In November even 
the prisoners ceased work, although the following January they 
were employed on repairs to the breakwater. In April the English 
debenture holders were advised that part of the next interest 
payment could not be made, which raised some bitter complaints. 
In September, 1890, £1800 was remitted to London to meet 
interest due. In this year George Rhind's service as engineer 
was terminated and the work left in the hands of Foreman 
Gillbanks who was paid 9/- per day with no allowance for 
overtime. 

Meanwhile the general depression was lifting gradually. 
In 1891 a Government pledged to stimulate land settlement was 
elected. Of more importance to the port was the development 
of the dairy and meat export business made possible by 
refrigeration. . 
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Breakwater Extension: Thomas King (background), Rarawa and Oreti (steaming). 



_-_ sum of £4458, land revenue that had been held by the 
__ .:;: Government, was paid to the Harbour Board by the 

- . try in April, 1891, and thus encouraged the board 
:i :0 do more dredging for by this time there was ground 

- _,,~ that the entrance to the port was silting rapidly. In 
,,=- a sum of £3000 for dredging was granted by Parliament 
- was not until February, 1892, that the dredge Progress 
_ . from Oamaru on hire by the Government. In October 
year an additional £1000 for dredging was passed in the 

-72 of Representatives and the next month a survey made 
. H. Skinner for the Marine Department was considered 

- -" board " highly satisfactory." Unfortunately in that month 
eakness in the end of the breakwater, referred to in the 

-= _ ':; chapter, was manifested. 

An appeal in January, 1893, for State aid to purchase a sand -=_ :0 keep the berth age area clear was declined, the Board 
_ - ~ told it must" help themselves." 

_.:::. February it was discovered that erosion threatened to 
_::",:mine and breach the breakwater. A public meeting set up 

_ Earbour Protection Committee and funds "to save the 
- -: lIT" were collected. Subscriptions came from country as 
== as own residents, perhaps the most tangible proof that the 
~_:: of the port to the whole province was beginning to be 
=_ -·"ed. Protection in the shape of 18,000 tons of stone and 

__ --~_e dumped over its seaward side saved the breakwater and 
• :: results of dredging continued to be encouraging. By March, 
_.: z-e , he Harbour Protection Committee had paid £692 and 
-:; Board £804 on the protection work. Prisoners were working 
- :2::.e quarry. In June dredging was less satisfactory and sand 

t ulation was reported. 

In that year legislation was passed permitting harbour 
ards and other local bodies to borrow and in December an 
sro aft of £4000 was arranged. Meanwhile increased land 

,,-:ement had improved the Harbour Board's share of the land 
::T""2-..ue and in January, 1895, the chairman reported that part 
_ -"-e interest arrears had been paid in the preceding year and 
~ :: z.ditions continued as favourable as at present all arrears 

..:...d be met and a reduction in the rate might be possible. 
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CHAPTER XI. 
CROSS 'CU RRENTS. 

1895-1898. 

IN February, 1895, the Harbour Board was dominated by 
representatives from country areas pledged to economy. 
The month after it took office the chairman informed the 

Board that sand was accumulating so rapidly that unless immedi 
ate action was taken the harbour might be closed within three 
months. He was deputed to see the Premier and seek State aid. 
At the same meeting the chairman said that if the Railways 
Department would not reduce its charges he favoured removing 
the rails from the wharf and having goods handled by carters. 

The interview with the Premier did not bring good results. 
The State Engineer-in-Chief, Mr. Hales, was to report on the 
harbour but it was some months before his report was received. 
Meanwhile disharmony increased among Board members and 
between the Board and the Government and the likelihood of 
State assistance seems to have diminished accordingly. The 
chairman went south to see the Premier again and to look at a 
dredge at Timaru that could be hired. The interview with the 
Premier was fruitless, but in July the Timaru dredge was hired. 
It was then decided to ask Mr. Marchant, the Timaru harbour 
engineer, to inspect the breakwater and advise regarding the 
purchase of a sand pump. His report criticised the construction 
of the breakwater and the quality of the concrete used. He 
supported the installation of a sand pump and accepted the 
position of consulting engineer. 

Meanwhile the railway authorities had declined to continue 
conveying the prisoners free and in September, 1895, a tender 
for rubble work was accepted and prison labour ceased. 

In January, 1896, Mr. Marchant was asked to confer with 
the Engineer-in-Chief regarding the harbour repairs and the 
following month the chairman of the Harbour Board assured a 
New Plymouth gathering that the necessary repairs were well 
in hand. 

The railway authorities having asked the Board to carry out 
repairs to the wharf decking, it was decided to reply that the 
Board had no funds available for this. 

During the next few months the sand pump recommended 
by Mr. Marchant had done good work and in September, 1896, 
the Board paid tribute to Mr. Marchant's work and advice. 

Determination to resist railway domination of the wharf was 
indicated in November, 1896, when the authorities were notified 
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anchor, Tasmania, Herminius. 
King wharf, Port Fremantle, 



ess charge concessions were granted the arrangement 
'= ::.se of the wharf would be ended. In February, 1897, = _-' ce was given that railway material must be removed 
- _ ~ T': harf by April 1. 
__ = "Tangling disturbed traders using the port and the 
?::-=outh Chamber of Commerce protested against inter 
= ~ h the railway services until the Harbour Board had 

_ -= u a sound alternative cartage service. At a meeting 
- _ ~ary, 1897, between representatives of the Board and of 

_ -:O::lber with the General Manager of Railways it was 
_~-: _. e crisis had been resolved but in April the Board was 
..:=-:. :hat the Minister declined to ratify the arrangement 
:= ~:_ he general manager. It was decided to approach the 
-=::- in the hope of reaching a compromise. The hope was -=. although the department offered a reduction of 6d per 
- :reight charges, the money so saved to be spent on 

-: repairs. 
==. June the Board rejected the offer although a public 

_ -"=5 at [ew Plymouth had urged its acceptance. No cartage 
=~ were accepted, nor were repairs to the wharf approved. 
~.::e following month proposals for extending the wharf so 

- _=.::--age handling of goods would be improved were subse- 
-=::: disapproved by the Marine Department and the proposal 
- -:_- drawn by the Board. 

==. September, 1897, Mr. Marchant gave a hopeful report on 
- .o-::bility of the harbour works and of the effect of dredging 
z ; ...::e of the sand pump. 

~_::eanwhile the Railways Department had reduced freights 
-::. per ton unconditionally and for a time there was less 

- _ -::: between the Board and the department. 
-=- en came a knock-out blow. In April, 1898, the Minister 

?::' ways claimed as Crown land the area at the root of the 
=.;__,.-:\a er, the sole entrance indeed to the harbour works. 

-=- e Board's solicitor could but confirm the Minister's claim. 
- _ ~ _ sent post haste to see what could be done with the 

-=:er who was adamant in his refusal to grant the Board a 
- :: :0 sufficient land to give it an entrance to the harbour works. 

::;_ said. however, that whilst railway rights must have priority 
- =- :'eoartment wished to work amicably with the Harbour Board 

-: :::id no desire to interfere with its administration of the port. 
uneasy peace between the State and the local authority 

:-;--ed, but the lack of ownership to its own front and only 
_:T':ay constituted a brake on the port's progress. It lasted 
-"-ended for 30 years. 
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CHAPTER XII. 
DECADE ENDS HOPEFULLY. 

1898-1908. 

I N July, 1898, the consulting engineer, Mr. Marchant, advised 
the purchase of a dredge with double the capacity of the 
dredge in use. With such equipment the sand problem 

would, he was sure, soon be solved. 

A proposal by a Board member that a hole should be cut 
in the breakwater to release the sand was pursued by him for 
years with much vigour. It was condemned by the Board's 
engineers and finally the Marine Department gave the proposal 
its quietus. 

Meanwhile the Harbour Board was being urged by the 
public to be less dilatory in increasing wharfage accommodation. 
In fact, settlement was extending rapidly and the value of the 
harbour to country settlers as well as to town dwellers was 
becoming more widely recognised. 

Sand accumulation continued to be the harbour's chief 
bugbear and many suggestions from self-appointed experts were 
received by the Harbour Board. One of them was that business 
men in New Plymouth should put up £10,000 for a new dredge. 
The appeal to local patriotism was unpopular, as was that of a 
former member of the Harbour Board that £300,000 be borrowed 
in England for improvements at the three Taranaki ports of New 
Plymouth, Waitara and Opunake. 

The year closed with tension still apparent between the 
Board and the railway authorities who were demanding exten 
sive repairs to the wharf now being used for passenger traffic 
in connection with the steamer service between New Plymouth 
and Onehunga, then the quickest transport service between 
Wellington and Auckland. 

Months of wrangling culminated in a railways' formal notice 
that its services at the port would cease in May. Faced with this 
ultimatum the Board gave way and carried out the repairs at a 
cost of £600 which it found hard to provide. 
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A welcome to H.M.S. New Zealand, lying offshore. The Harbour Board's dredge Thomas King L1 the 
centre. 



s+er. the struggles between the two authorities had 
;: -..; effect. It made both realise that co-operation rather 
--= 5"onism was essential to the port's success and at the 
• :.:::." year the Board's chairman reported that all causes _= between the Board and the railway authorities had 
_==o'led. 

_ ~ ember, 1899, the consulting engineer was asked to 
-" plans for wharf and breakwater extensions. Two 

:.:.:: .ater plans for alterations to the railway lines were 
---~=-.: and the department was asked to give expert advice 

" ::.=ber to be used in wharf extension. 

- :Jarchant submitted his plans in May, 1900. They 
_ -::-e. extension of the breakwater by 900 feet, more 
-:: i'" and other improvements at a cost of £149,000. There 
;~e:a.l approval of the forward policy but the question of 
__ still required an answer. 

=~";\hile the sand drift problem continued and Mr. 
""--'o.._ ••.•• -"=~-: reminded the Board of his advice that a more powerful 

:; _ be obtained. The Board decided, but with much hesita 
- _ ntinue with a fixed sand pump which, it was claimed, 
-:;:~o'led berthage depths during the year. 

7-=-e ed bickering with railways officials moved the Tara 
~=;': ::\'ews to appeal to Board members to stop quarrelling 
:.:::.'" railways and among themselves and push on with 

- sment of the port and making known the service it could 

-_ September, 1901, another engineer, Mr. Napier Bell, 
-::': ::::e harbour with Mr. Marchant. He concurred generally 
-'-e latter's extension plans but suggested that the break- 

~ oe extended 1060 feet, that no further effort be made to 
~otahi with Moturoa and that a powerful dredge be 

. -= L His plan was estimated to cost £143,192. 

== Jay, 1901, the harbour was lighted with electricity 
.=._.=.:ed by the Harbour Board's own plant. 
?=- f of the increasing interest in the port was given in 
-:':en a Harbour Improvement League was formed at New _= ..:.:h. The Board had not forgotten its hope of direct 

- e~ services to Sydney and agreed to waive certain charges 
--~-: in its establishment. 
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New Plymouth Harbour Board members and officials in 1923. Left to right: D. J. Hughes, 
C. E. McGuinness, E. Maxwell, C. S. Rennell Secretary), G. W. B. Lowson (Engineer), Captain W. Waller 
(Harbourmaster), C. E. Bellringer (Chairman), G. A. Lee (Consulting Engineer), Newton King, C. H. 

Burgess, C. A. Wilkinson, J. S. Connett, J. McCluggage. 



CHAPTER XIII. 

WIDER STATUS ACHIEVED. 

1909-1928. 

=~ completion of the Main Trunk railway had a very 
adverse effect on the revenue of the harbour in 1909. 
_ - evertheless wharf improvements and breakwater 

~::.:ng by 600 feet were completed that year. A new dredge, 
Paritutu," was taken over in October, 1910_ With its arrival 
-j problem ceased to be a major anxiety although the 

~ ~- for constant dredging increased as the port's capacity 
_ - - ged, and still continues. 

_:::2 Sse years preceding the First World War saw continual 
- =ements in harbour depths, continual efforts to improve 
-==5e accommodation and the administrative troubles 
=::.: 0 an expanding undertaking. Fortunately the port's 
- 55 increased with the facilities offered whilst the strength 
_ ~ciency of the breakwater survived all challenges. 

-=-:::,0 war years caused a decline in the harbour's earnings 
-= ...:: order to prepare for the arrival of ocean liners the 
_ -- g of the harbour and other improvements were essential. 
-.:::?:e works a £25,000 loan (the balance of the £300,000 loan 
- red by ratepayers) was raised in 1915_ Shortage of vessels, 
z: conditions, reduced the port's trade in 1916 but in that 
- :'::e Harbour Board was able to assure shipowners that there 
_ be no difficulty in berthing ocean liners. 

:::::. _917 the goal was reached. The s.s. Waiwera, an overseas 
- certhed without difficulty and loaded produce for London. 

-=- _ - aki port had taken a place among the harbours recog- 
- - :: world shipping. It is perhaps permissible to add that it 
- ced to increase in importance during the succeeding 40 
: and there is still expansion ahead. 

::: the death of Mr. Marchant in 1917 Mr. J. Blair Mason 
appomted consulting engineer. Despite the reduction in 

~...::g hrough war conditions plans were prepared for further 
-:0 __ - and a loan of £300,000 to finance the work was 
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approved by a large majority in 1919. In that year the veteran 
dredge" Thomas King" was converted into a barge for conveying 
stone and tipping it on the line of the breakwater lengthening 
that began in September. 

Unfortunately the cost of the extensions greatly exceeded 
estimates and shortage of labour and material retarded the work. 
An exceptional storm caused subsidence of part of the protective 
apron of the breakwater and did some damage to the structure 
itself. . 

In this year an old controversy was revived when discussions 
began with railway authorities regarding the reclaimed land at 
the root of the breakwater they would require for the increased 
services contemplated. It will be seen later that land negotiations 
ended satisfactorily. 

By 1921 it was evident that a new wharf was essential. 
Tonnage handled that year reached the record figure of 101,888. 
A resident engineer, Mr. G. W. B. Lowson, was appointed and 
preparations began for the erection of a new wharf. Much 
dredging and other works were needed but in June, 1923, the 
first pile of the new wharf was driven. Its construction pro 
ceeded rapidly and it was named the Newton King wharf. 

The year was marked by a tragedy. The barge Thomas King 
overturned and sank while on the line of the breakwater 
extension. One of her crew, J. Brokenshire, was drowned and 
the vessel was abandoned. 

Early in 1924 application was made for a berth for H.M.S. 
Veronica on a proposed visit and temporary decking of the 
Newton King wharf was authorised for this purpose. On March 
18 the warship arrived and was therefore the first vessel to use 
the new wharf. It was a thrilling day for the port and for the 
district. By October 13 the wharf was able to accommodate an 
overseas vessel, the "General Botha," while berthage at the 
wharf was still being extended. The wharf was completed in 
April, 1927, the first vessel to use the new portion being the 
Puriri, 8047 tons. Two months later the first bulk oil line was 
laid from the wharf to storage ashore and in 1928 the berthage 
was extended shorewards on the western side. 



5.5. Akaroa (15,128 tons) at the port, 1933. 



_:eanwhile the cost of maintenance of the old (Moturoa) 
~-: vas causing anxiety. For many years it had been the only 

- r: and while still giving service it was thought a new wharf 
_ :: be more economical. 

3:-eakwater lengthening, plans for a new Moturoa wharf, 
- :::e not uncommon difficulties of finance, shortage of labour 
_ 0:::2. erials kept the Harbour Board fully occupied in those 

::: r expansion. 

_--.. ew and hopeful era began in October, 1928. In his report 
~: year the chairman of the Board recorded that " perhaps 
=JS important as well as the most pleasing feature of the 

appenings" took place in October when negotiations 
__ completed with the Railways Department for the restoration 
:.::::' ~ands giving access to the wharves taken from the Board 
='::_"S ago. The lands are once more vested in the Board. 

~:::e following year fuller details were given of the 
-=-ges of land made with the Railways Department. They 
~: . the report stated the right of access by lorries to both 

_ ~::S. the deviation and alteration of railway lines and the 
_-::. 0 the Board of the lands referred to in the previous 
r s report, 

:: can be added that in 1937 the chairman reported that 
':::'M of transfer had been signed that year. 



1929-1940. 

CHAPTE'R XIV. 

DEPRESSION AN 0 WAR. 

By April, 1929, the lengthening of the breakwater by 800 
feet was completed and a total length of 3312 feet 
achieved. It is interesting to note the three periods of 

construction. They were as follows: February, 1881, to June, 
1887 (1912 feet), January, 1905, to November, 1909 (600 feet), 
February, 1924, to April, 1929 (800 feet). The record gives some 
indication of the responsibilities imposed on and the patience 
and determination required by all concerned with harbour 
construction and administration. 

An electric crane was erected this year on the Newton King 
wharf, but unfortunately trade at the port did not increase to 
the extent anticipated. It was decided therefore in April, 1929, 
to postpone building the new Moturoa wharf. The depression 
years then beginning emphasised the wisdom of this decision. 
Like those in charge of all other enterprises the Harbour Board 
was obliged to economise and mark time so far as capital 
expenditure was concerned. In 1932 the engineer, Mr. Lowson, 
resigned and Mr. J. E. Hawes was appointed foreman-in-charge. 

The history of the port in the years 1929-1934 was one of 
many administrative and financial difficulties with resources 
often strained to keep the harbour in sound working order. In 
1932 it became necessary to collect a rate on lands within the 
harbour rating area and in spite of the hard times the response 
was good. The port had proved its value to the province. Within 
five years the position had improved sufficiently to permit of the 
rate being withdrawn. 

By the end of 1935 trade and revenue were improving and 
the upward trend continued in the following year. A second 
electric crane for the Newton King wharf was ordered and 
preparations began for a further lengthening of the breakwater. 
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The year 1937 saw tonnage handled reach 215,023, a record 
for the port. During the year the death occurred of the secretary 
treasurer, Mr. C. S. Rennell, who had served the Harbour Board 
for more than 40 years. His successor, Mr. G. A. Eddowes, still 
holds the position. For the next two years expansion of trade 
continued. Extension of the breakwater continued as circum 
stances permitted and at costs lower than estimated. By the end 
of 1939 the extension had reached 159 feet. 

In that year the Second World War began. Its effect on 
the trade of the port was seen in 1940 when imports fell by 
166,615 tons, chiefly because importations of fertiliser had 
shrunken considerably. 

Nevertheless the Harbour Board could claim that year that 
the port was the fifth in importance among the ports exporting 
overseas and that in spite of war conditions the depth and 
equipment of the harbour were being maintained efficiently. 

In this year negotiations with the Waitara Harbour Board 
were brought to a satisfactory conclusion and legislation was 
passed amalgamating the two harbour districts. The negotiations 
were fairly protracted, chiefly in order to reconcile the interests 
of the Waitara Borough and the Clifton County residents in the 
Waitara Harbour District. The Minister of Internal Affairs, the 
late Hon. W. E. Parry, took a personal interest in the matter and 
mad? a special visit to Waitara in an effort to bring about the 
agreement that was reached ultimately and has proved 
satisfactory to all concerned. 


